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The Golden Opportunity of Legal Cross Selling 
 

The Golden Opportunity of Legal Cross-selling  

  

The 1-2-4 Rule & Cross-selling  

  

It never fails to amaze me how many law firms I encounter, whether in Russia, or Europe, or elsewhere, 
that still cling on to the mistaken belief that the best source of new billable hours is simply finding new 
clients. New client hunting is one of the most difficult things a partner can do to develop their practice, 
takes the most time and effort, and requires the best skills. A far better source of new work is simply 
developing our current and our ex clients.   

  

 
  

This can be seen in the famous 1-2-4 Rule, where it would take you 4 hours to develop work from new 
clients, 2 hours from ex clients, and only 1 hour from your current clients. The reason for this is that there 
is a closer degree of trust, understanding, and (hopefully!) good will with current clients, and then ex 
clients, than there ever can be with new ones. Still, it seems most law firms don’t totally appreciate this.   

  

The 1-2-4 Mistake & the Origination Bonus Mistake  

 

In fact, if your law firm is offering an Origination bonus, where, say, a partner who brings in a new client 
gets some percentage of the new income, you are making the classic 1-2-4 mistake – which means we 
ought not to encourage New client hunting, but better by far to focus on developing current and ex clients 
first. This is also the Origination mistake. Alone, such a bonus system causes more harm than good. 
Such a system does not encourage current client development at all, and discourages  

 

Cross-selling (pitching other law firm practices to current clients) or Re-selling (pitching more of the same 
practice to current clients), and Up-selling (pitching more premium, wider solutions to the current clients). 
Even worse, these types of selling, whether with current or ex clients, are very often not recognized nor 
rewarded. Does your law firm recognize and reward financially Cross-selling? If not, it really should.    
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The Iceberg Model of Needs  

 

At this point, it could be useful to mention a Russian business development concept called the Iceberg 
model. The reason why Cross-selling is such a huge opportunity for law firms is that the needs of our 
current clients can be imagined like an iceberg. We are only seeing and being told of their Explicit needs 
– those issues which the client realizes are a problem and with which he is motivated enough to ask for 
our help. Under the surface of the water there are plenty more Implicit needs which most law firms are 
missing. Clients can even have a false sense of security in thinking that everything is fine. It quite often 
is not fine at all. At the bottom of the iceberg, they face Unknown unknowns.   

  

They don’t see they have an issue and, therefore, cannot ask for help in solving it.  

 

  

 
  

Now, from what I see, after having visited around 300 law firms in over 50 countries in the last three 
years since establishing Nixedonia, is that most partners are, as we would call them in Russia, working 
like Good soldiers. This means that they are doing what they are told, like in the army, and nothing more. 
Very few law firms, if any, are doing more Proactive pitching rather than merely responding to RFPs 
(Requests for proposals). Hence, we only see the tip of the iceberg, and miss the opportunity to assist 
clients with those needs at lower levels of conscious awareness and need. Also, keep in mind that a 
client can be wrong – they may think the issue is X, but in fact it is Y. In order to be the best provider of 
legal assistance, we have to ask open questions, to fish under the water, to elicit these various needs at 
different levels of awareness, and then advise and recommend on priorities. Importantly, Open-
questions, should be asked.   

  

In fact, I often make the argument that it is unethical to not find these needs and then sell (persuade) a 
solution. Because, if the lawyer won’t save their client, then who will? Thus, it is unethical to not sell.   
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Hidden Gems  

  

Of course, there are many reasons why we see so many Good Soldiers, but these are colleagues who 
are missing plenty of Hidden gems. Again, if we look at the Iceberg model of needs, we can expect, 
depending on the jurisdiction and the law firm, anything from 2-3 other practice-needs awaiting discovery 
under the water, and, almost certainly 1-2 which are in the territory of being Unknown unknowns. This, I 
believe, is why so few law firms (almost none) are great at Cross-selling – very often we are simply doing 
what we are told, not making the effort to identify these other Hidden gems, especially as they are often 
in other practice areas than our own. The traditional, widespread, and erroneous, practice based 
approach for law firms doesn’t help here at all. Hence, this is a common lost opportunity for such law 
firms, and one’s competitors might grasp if they don’t.   

 
Post-closing meetings to Cross-sell in order to retain Transactional clients  

 

Focusing on Cross-selling is probably one of the easiest wins you can find in increasing the commercial 
success of your law firm. It increases Client retention, can change Transactional clients into Relationship 
clients (and keep in mind many practices are still almost only transactional, like litigation or M&A, resulting 
in the law firm “losing” a huge percent of those practice group clients each year). It really shouldn’t be 
like that. For high-value clients there must be a Post-closing meeting, and an introduction of a colleague 
from another practice, in order to at least attempt to retain that client.   

 

Needless to say, less than 5% of law firms I have seen have a systematic approach to such Post-closing 
meeting Cross-selling attempts. Little harm can be done having a celebratory Post-closing dinner, treat 
the client to sushi or steak, have fun, and introduce a friend. As Europeans, a Soft-sell approach telling 
War-stories (about things that happened with clients), might work better than a stronger more US-style 
Hard-sell approach. Still, even without trying, the Conversion ratio will be indeed quite high.   
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7 Common objections to Cross-selling  

 

Yet, despite Cross-selling being of such huge potential for law firms, I see Managing Partners encounter 
many objections when trying to increase it in their firms. Seven of the most common objections can be 
seen in the table below, with my analysis and proposed solutions against them. I wonder if you recognize 
any of these objections from your own experience?   

 

 “I don’t know the competitive advantages and selling points of the other practice groups.”  

Do regular partner business development meetings. Most law firms are weak in internal communication. 
Have each practice present for 5 minutes each time, showing their unique selling points. It is hard to be 
excited about things we don’t know about.  

  

“I am too busy for business development.”  

This is the most common objection. It is not true. It is a question of priorities. Fix times on the schedules 
for doing business development, and track that they are done per week or per month at the partner 
business development meeting. If you don’t control this, many fee-earners simply won’t do it.   

  

“I think it is unethical to Cross-sell to clients. It is debasing and vulgar. If they need us they will come.”  

No, they won’t. (!!!) They might go to a competitor. Or, they won’t come if they don’t realize the importance 
of the Cross-selling issue they have. It is unethical not to sell to the clients if there is a need. Your job is 
to persuade them their best actions.  

  

“I can’t Cross-sell.” Or even “I can’t sell.”  

Invest in regular business development training sessions with Nixedonia.  

  

“We are all too busy for Cross-selling, and don’t have time for all the client work we already have.”  

Really? Hire more lawyers and expand your law firm. If you don’t want to do that, raise your rates. Or, 
focus on Cross-selling more premium work rather than commodity and earn higher revenues. This 
excuse might simply be the same as the “too busy” excuse above, meaning they don’t want to do it.  

  

“I don’t want others working with my client.”  

It’s not your client, but the law firms client. Possession mentality is very dangerous. Overcome this by 
having an introduction policy for all high-value clients, arranged at a business development meeting, 
where each attendee has to introduce each client to another colleague.   

  

“Cross-selling is not recognized nor rewarded.”  

It should be. Recognize Cross-selling results with praise at business development meetings and change 
your bonus system to reward Cross-selling, not just developing new clients.   
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The next steps – how to make Cross-selling happen in your firm  

 

1. Do regular business development meetings including a Cross-sell Grid activity 
 

Set a regular monthly business development meeting and allocate at least half an hour of the time for 
that in making a Cross-sell Grid (one axis of all partners representing practice groups, and one axis of 
major clients worked with). Fill the grid, box by box, to see who is to be introduced to whom, and then 
track meetings. If somebody is always negative about introducing others to the client, it will be visible.  

 

2. Recognize and reward Cross-selling in your firm 
 

Change your values so that Cross-selling is at least recognized and praised to the same degree as new 
client hunting. Even better, change your bonus system to reward Cross-selling efforts (if you have 
questions on this, I can share an entire consulting paper I’ve written on applying such a bonus system).  

 

3. Improve internal communication by practice pitches each meeting (including War-stories) 

 

At the business development meetings, have a roster for each practice to pitch and present their unique 
selling points so that everybody can tell War-stories about their colleagues and the exciting good work 
that they do.  It doesn’t look boastful to speak highly of colleagues. We should be able to say great things 
about them.  

  

4. Create a system for systematic Post-closing meetings to happen and Cross-sell there 
 

With your accounting department, create a system to warn of an imminent major closing, and be sure to 
delegate that a Post-closing meeting actually happens, with a colleague being brought along in order to 
attempt to retain that client – labour, tax, and corporate are usually the easiest to Cross-sell.   

 

5. Add the “Oh, by the way…” element to the end of all prospect meetings  

 

Have all colleagues, at the end of a prospect meeting, or even for client meetings, use the very British 
“Oh, by the way…” approach, just on leaving the meeting, to remember and mention a colleague in 
another practice and whether their work could be useful for the client. This is also a Soft-sell. Again, if 
we don’t ask about this happening at prospect meetings, often colleagues might forget to do this.  
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6. Strongly encourage Tea-marketing  

 

Again, a Russian origin business development idea that the Europeans could great benefit from is to 
focus more on having our lawyers and partners follow Tea-marketing. Tea for two (T42), is simply for 
colleagues to have tea with a current client (this is Soft-sell pitching), while Tea for three (T43) would be 
when you have tea (or lunch, or dinner) with the client and bring one of the other partners.   

 

Other types of Tea for three are also extremely effective such as Matchmaking (introducing two clients 
to one another and then assisting with legal work generated if they co-operate together) and Active 
Referrals (where you ask a client to bring a client colleague to tea and then pitch them). Tea for four 
(T44) also exists as a form of Advanced Cross-selling, especially between jurisdictions or for legal Road-
shows, and is called Cross-Referrals, but is beyond the scope of this paper.   

 

If interested, send a query, and I can send you further information.  John@nixedonia.com  
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